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ABSTRACT

A one-dimensional radiative transfer model was used to compute

the global radiative budget at the top of the atmosphere (TOA) and the

surface for January and July. 1979. The model was also used 7o

determine the global cloud radiative forcing for all clouds and for

high and low cloud layers. In the computations. we used the monthly

cloud data derived from the Air Force Three-Dimensional Cloud

Nephanalysis (3DNEPH). These data were used in conjunction with

conventional temperature and humidity profiles analyzed during the

1979 First GARP (Global Atmospheric Research Program) Global

Experiment (FGGE) year. Global surface albedos were computed from

available data and were included in the radiative transfer analysis.

Comparisons of the model-produced outgoing solar and infrared fluxes

with those derived from Nimbus 7 Earth Radiation Budget (ERB) data

were made to validate the radiative model and cloud cover. For

reflected solar and emitted infrared (IR) flux. differences within 20

W/m 2 were shown. These differences are reasonable in view of the

uncertainties in the ERB data.

A number of parameters have been derived to isolate the effects

of clouds on the radiation budgets at TOA and the surface and heating

rates in the atmosphere. Comparisons of the model derived surface

solar and infrared fluxes with those from Griffin were made to cross

check the radiative transfer model at the surface. For the reflected

solar and emitted IR flux. differences within 10 W/m2 were shown.



These differences are reasonable in light of the inherent differences

of the two radiative transfer models. The cloud radiative forcing

results due to all clouds at TOA compared reasonably well with those

presented by Slingo and Slingo. As at TOA. cloud radiative forcing at

the surface was computed and had similar results.

The heating rates were then computed and analyzed. The overall

effect of all clouds is to cool directly above them and to warm below

and in them. The net effects of low and high clouds are similar to

all clouds. However, the difference lies in the magnitude of the

warming and cooling for each of the cloud decks and the location in

the atmosphere where it is taking place.

v
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Previous studies of cloud-radiation interactions and cloud

forcing have generally used zonal mean clouds (Hunt. 1978: Le Treut

and Laval. 1984) or clouds derived from geographical distributions

(Meleshko and Wetherald. 1981). Generally. limited information on the

cloud field was known except for the presence or absence of clouds.

The cloud tops and bases, thicknesses, and physical types were usually

estimated from climatology (Slingo and Slingo. 1988). Recognizing

these shortcomings. the present study utilizes the Air Force Global

Weather Central (AFGWC) 3DNEPH cloud data base which was compiled

based on satellite data and ground observations, along with other data

bases of atmospheric parameters that are concurrent in time and of

sufficient quality and resolution. The methodology of how to use the

3DNEPH archive over the Northern Hemisphere was developed by Griffin

(1987) and was modified for use here over the entire globe. In

particular. three (low. middle. and high) cloud layers are compacted

from the original 15 cloud layers. Using this input in a

comprehensive, yet efficient radiative transfer model (Ou and Liou.

1987). the model-generated TOA radiative budgets were validated by

comparing it to those derived by Griffin (1987) from the ERB data.

Then. a comprehensive analysis of the surface radiation budget and

cloud radiative forcing due to all clouds was performed using a
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methodology similar to Ramanathan (1987). However, this study is

unique because it not only looks at the cloud radiative forcing due to

all clouds, but also due to high and low clouds. This will give us a

comprehensive understanding of the role of these clouds in the

radiative budget of the earth-atmosphere system.

A high resolution analysis over the entire globe will be

performed. with a resolution of approximately 160 x 160 km-. In

Chapter 2 of this thesis, model input data sets including their format

are described, including surface albedo, atmospheric profile data.

and 3DNEPH cloud climatology. The cloud climatology was compared to

that of Henderson-Sellers (1986). In Chapter 3. the model radiation

budgets at TOA are compared with ERB data. In Chapter 4. global cloud

radiative forcing (both solar and IR) at TOA and surface are

determined. The IR and solar heating rates are then calculated for

the cases with and without clouds. Finally. a summary is given in

Chapter 5.



CHAPTER 2

MODEL INPUT DATASETS

2.1 Surface Albedo

The methodology incorporated in this study to determine the

global surface albedo is the same as that used by Griffin (1987) for

his work on the Northern Hemisphere. Therefore. a description of the

methodology will not be included in this study.

Each geographical type. along with its corresponding data

source, that was used to define the surface albedo is listed in Table

2.1 (Griffin. 1987). Figures 2.1 and 2.2 are maps of the global

surface albedo for January and July 1979. These two figures show that

the surface albedo changes sharply along the continental coastlines.

Table 2.1 Surface albedo sources for each geographical type.

Geographical Surface Albedo
Type Source

Snow-free land Matthews 1985 (10x 10)

Snow covered land Equation for snow albedo

Ice-free water Zonally average values from
HR 1979

Ice covered water HR (10 0 x 100)
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Although some of the changes in the surface albedo over land areas can

be attributed to seasonal changes in vegetation, the greatest

influence on the surface albedo is snow. The increase in snow cover

in January causes the high surface albedo contours to move southward

over the continents of North America and Eurasia. The reduction in

pack ice around Antarctica in January causes the contours to retreat

toward the South Pole. In July. the behaviors are reversed. Figures

2.3 and 2.4 depict the zonal average surface albedo as compared to

Hummel and Reck (1979. hereafter referred to as HR) for January and

July 1979. Overall. the model surface albedo distributions agree well

with HR. with differences of no more than 15%.

In January (Figure 2.3). the differences in the Northern

Hemisphere and Antarctica can be attributed to the model having more

snow cover in the present scheme than HR. This is due to the fact

that HR used seasonal values and the present scheme used specific

monthly values. In July (Figure 2.4). the differences over Antarctica

are also due to a greater amount of snow as compared to HR. The

difference over the northern midlatitudes can also be attributed to

the model having a finer resolution (W" x 1') than HR (10" x 10").

2.2 Atmospheric Profile Data

The methodology used to compute the global atmospheric profile

data is the same that was used by Griffin (1987) for the Northern

Hemisphere. so it will not be discussed here.

2.3 3DNEPH Global Cloud Climatology

The AFGWC 3DNEPH combined pilot reports. satellite. rawinsonde.

and ground observations to produce a high resolution global cloud
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analysis. Griffin (1987) developed a methodology to compact the

Northern Hemisphere 3DNEPH data from 15 cloud layers to 3 LMH (low.

middle, and high) cloud layers. That methodology was used here to

compact the Southern Hemisphere cloud layers. As described in

Griffin, the Northern and Southern Hemispheres are divided into square

grids of 262.144 points (512 x 512). each of which is overlaid onto a

polar stereographic image of the hemispheres. The hemispheric grid is

further divided into 64 (8 x 8) 3DNEPH boxes. Each box contains 4096

(64 x 64) grid points. Also, Griffin devised the methodology to

convert the 3DNEPH Northern Hemisphere cloud data from its 64 box

polar stereographic grid to the ERB. 1035 TA format. In this study.

that methodology was converted in order to create a complete three-

layer (low. middle, and high) 3DNEPH cloud data base for the Southern

Hemisphere. This cloud data base. along with Griffin's Northern

Hemisphere 3DNEPH cloud data base provides the model with a complete

global data base.

Henderson-Sellers (1986: referred to as HS henceforth) also

compiled a layered cloud climatology from a compressed version of the

3DNEPH data archive for the same two months in 1979 (January and July)

as those used in this research. A comparison is made between the

model's and HS' global monthly mean low, middle. high. and total cloud

amounts.

Figure 2.5 depicts a comparison between the model (top) and HS

(bottom) January 1979 low cloud average. Starting with North Africa.

both the model and HS have from 0 to 20% low clouds. In Australia.

both the model and HS have from 0 to 60% low clouds. Finally in the
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Fig 2.5 January monthly average low cloud amount (%). Model 3DNEPH
(top) versus HS 3DNEPH (bottom). Contour interval for the
top is 20% and is as shown fzr the bottom.



United States, both the model and HS have from 20 to 60% low clouds.

Within the limits of the resolution of the contours, the model and HS

low cloud amounts compare very well. Next, we will move up a layer

and compare the middle cloud results.

Figure 2.6 is a comparison between the model (top) and HS

(bottom) January 1979 middle cloud average. Starting again in North

Africa. both the model and HS have 40 to 60% middle clouds. Moving

southward to central Africa (Congo). the model and HS have 40 to 60%

middle clouds with a small area that has 80% middle clouds. Finally

in central South America. the model and HS have 40 to 60% middle

clouds with a small area as high as 80% middle clouds, much like the

Congo. Again, like the low cloud comparison, the middle cloud results

for January 1979 compare very well. Next, we will move up one more

layer and compare the high cloud layer results.

Figure 2.7 is a comparison between the model (top) and HS

(bottom) January 1979 high cloud average. This time the comparison

starts in the southeastern United States. with the model's high cloud

average being between 20 and 30%. and HS' high cloud average in the

range of 20 to 40%. In the South Parific. the model shows high clouds

ranging from 15% to greater than 20%. while HS' high cloud range is

from 20 to 40%. In central South America. the model's high cloud

average ranges from 10% to greater than 30%. while HS' high cloud

average is in the 20 to 40% range. Clearly, within the resolution of

the contours. the two high cloud results compare very well. Finally.

we will end this portion by comparing the models' total cloud cover

results.
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Fig 2.6 January monthly average middle cloud amount (1). Model
3DNEPH (top) versus HS 3DNEPH (bottom). Contour interval
for the top is 20% and is is shown for the bottom.
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Fig 2.7 January monthly average high cloud amount (W). Model 3DNEPH
(top) versus HS 3DNEPH (bottom). Contour interval for the
top is 20% and is as shown for the bottom.
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Figure 2.8 is a comparison between the model (top) and HS

(bottom) January 1979 total cloud average. Starting with North

Africa, both the model and HS have a 20 to 40% total cloud average.

In Australia. both the model and HS have a 20 to 40% total cloud

average. While in central South America. both the model and HS have a

60 to 80% total cloud average. Finishing in Europe. both the model

and HS have a 40 to 60% total cloud average. As with the individual

cloud layers. the comparison of the model's and HS' results is vary

good. Next. we will perform the same comparison for July 1979.

We will start this portion of the comparison by first examining

the low cloud average. Figure 2.9 depicts a comparison between the

model (top) and HS (bottom) July 1979 low cloud cover averages.

Starting in North Africa. the model has 20 to 40% low clouds while HS

has a greater range of 0 to 40% low clouds. Over the Australian

continent, the model displays 20 to 40% low clouds while HS displays a

greater range of 0 to 40% low clouds. In South America. the model has

20 to 40% low clouds and HS has 0 to 40% low clouds. In the United

States. the model shows 20 to 40% low clouds while HS has 0 to 40% low

clouds. Within the resolution of the contours, the model's and HS'

low cloud results compare very well. Now. we will move up a layer and

study the middle cloud averages.

Figure 2.10 is a comparison between the model (top) and HS

(bottom) July 1979 middle cloud averages. Over the United States. the

model shows 20 to 40% middle clouds while HS shows 0 to 40% middle

clouds. In North Africa and the Middle East. both the model and HS

have 0 to 20% middle clouds. Over the Australian continent, the model
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Fig 2.8 January monthly average total cloud amount (°M. Model 3DNEPH

(top) versus HS 3DNEPH (bottom). Contour interval for the
top is 10%. and is as shown for the bottom.
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Fig 2.9 July monthly average low cloud amount W.), Model 3DNEPH
(top) versus HS 3DNEPH (bottom). Contour interval for the
top is 20%, and is as shown for the bottom.
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Fig 2.10 July monthly average middle cloud amount (%). Model 3DNEPH
(top) versus HS 3DNEPH (bottom). Contour interval for the
top is 20%. and is as shown for the bottom.
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displays 20% middle clouds while HS displays 0 to 20% middle clouds.

Over South America. the model has 20 to 60% middle clouds while HS has

0 to 60% middle clouds. As with the low cloud comparison, the model's

and HS' middle cloud results compare very well. Next. let us continue

the comparison by moving up another layer.

Figure 2.11 shows a comparison between the model (top) and HS

(bottom) July 1979 high cloud averages. Over the United States. the

model has 0 to 20% high clouds while HS has 0 to 40% high clouds. In

Central America. the model has 10 to 20% high clouds while HS has 0 to

40% high clouds. Over Southeast Asia. the model displays 10 to 20%

high clouds while HS displays 20 to 40% high clouds. Again. as with

the other layers of the comparison, within the resolution of the

contours, the model's and HS' high cloud results compared very well.

Now, we will finish the comparison of the clouds by looking at the

total cloud amounts for July 1979.

Figure 2.12 is a comparison between the model (top) and HS

(bottom) July 1979 total cloud average. Starting in North Africa and

the Middle East. the model's total cloud average ranges from 0 to more

than 20% while HS total cloud average is 0 to 20%. Over Australia.

the model shows 40 to 60% total cloud coverage while HS has 0 to 60%.

Over South America. the model has 20 to 60% total cloud coverage while

HS displays 0 to 60%. For July 1979 the biggest difference is in the

high cloud comparison, which is also reflected in the total cloud

amounts. The difference is due. at least in part. to the way the two

studies determine middle and high clouds. The model uses the -20'C

isotherm as the middle-high cloud boundary. The -20'C isotherm is
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Fig 2.11 July monthly average high cloud amount W,) Model 3DNEPH
(top) versus HS 3DNEPH (bottom). Contour interval for the
top is 10%, and is as shown for the bottom.
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Fig 2.12 July monthly average total cloud amount (%), Model 3DNEPH
(top) versus HS 3DNEPH (bottom). Contour interval for the
top is 20%,. and is as shown for the bottom.
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approximately 2.5 km at the poles to over 9.0 km at the equator. HS

used a height of 6.0 km as the middle-high cloud boundary. Thus. from

30 0 S to 30°N latitude. clouds that would be middle clouds in the model

are high clouds in HS.

Figures 2.13 and 2.14 depict a comparison between the model's

and HS' zonal average total cloud climatology for the months of

January and July 1979, respectively. Both figures show good agreement

with one another. A large difference occurs at the winter poles

(January. North Pole: July. South Pole) due to an error in the

processing of the IR satellite information. (Visible satellite

information does not exist for the polar regions in the winter because

of a lack of sunshine.) If the IR satellite greyshades are

incorrectly converted to a temperature or the surface-atmosphere

information is incorrect, then it is possible that the land surfaces

in the polar regions are being interpreted as clouds (Griffin 1987).

The January 1977 zonal cloud climatology developed by Gordon et al.

(1984), based on the 3DNEPH cloud information, also has extremely high

total cloud amounts near the North Pole. The figures show that the

maximum total cloud amount in the vicinity of the equator and

correlates with the position of the ITCZ. The January and July

tropical cloud maxima, associated with the ITCZ (Figure 2.13 and

2.14). are near 100 S and 100N. respectively, and the July maxima

reaches 80% (Figure 2.14). The minimum total cloud amount on either

side of the ITCZ is associated with the subtropical high. Proceeding

poleward. the next maximum in total clouds is associated with the

midlatitude storm tracks. In addition, the amplitude of the maximum
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increases significantly and is well documented by other cloud

climatologies (Henderson-Sellers. 1985). In July. the midlatitude

storm tracks move northward in both hemispheres. The northern

midlatitude cloud cover maxima shifts from approximately 350 to 650N

and becomes better defined (sharper). The southern cloud cover maxima

shifts from approximately 580 to 50 0 S and becomes less well-defined

(less sharp). Unlike the winter polar region. the cloud cover over

the summer polar region is more realistic than over the winter polar

region.

Overall. the favorable results of the comparisons validate the

model's cloud data base use in this research.



CHAPTER 3

MODEL SENSITIVITY TESTS

To ensure accurate model results. modification must be made to

the radiative transfer models input parameters before the model can be

run to produce TOA and surface radiation budgets, as well as the cloud

forcing experiments. The primary adjustment involves choosing an

appropriate cloud overlap scheme for the model, which in turn

determines the cloud amount that the radiative transfer model uses.

The earth radiation budget (ERB) dataset was used in this study to

tune the model cloud overlap scheme.

3.1 ERB Data Base

The archive used to compare and tune tite radiative transfer

model's results was originally developed for use in cloud/radiation

studies at the University of Utah (Koenig. 1985; Koenig et al.. 1987)

and required considerable amount of effort and time by Koenig and

Griffin to develop and execute the methodology for producing a global

radiative climatology. Griffin (1987) obtained and processed ERB data

for the months of January and July 1979 to produce zonally averaged

infrared (IR) and solar flux values. Since a detailed discussion of

the ERB data base was included in the previous work. only a brief

description will be given in this chapter.

The exact boundaries for the 2070 equal area ERB Target Areas

(TAs) are displayed on a Mercator projection on Figure 3.1. Each TA
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is approximately 500 x 500 km2 and is bounded by latitude and

longitude lines. The TAs are numbered from 1 (South Pole) to 2070

(North Pole) in a westerly fashion. Each TA is further subdivided

into nine (3 x 3) Subtarget Areas (STAs). Each STA has dimensions of

2160 x 160 km

The ERB IR and solar flux values, used for comparing the model's

results. were obtained from Griffin (1987). Figure 3.2 (Griffin.

1987) shows that Griffin's daily averaged ERB net flux compares very

well with published values from the NFOV (narrow-field-of-view) and

WFOV (wide-field-of-view) radiometers. As can be seen. the quality of

the results validates their use for comparison purposes.

3.2 Radiative Transfer Parameterizations

In this study. the model that was used was developed by Ou and

Liou (1987). The model was based on the principle of the broadband

model approximation to the radiative transfer approximation. For the

parameterization of the radiative properties of clouds, the model is

based on the results from the work by Liou and Wittman (1979). The

model was originally developed to be a computationally economical and

accurate radiation program for incorporation into the global models

developed at the Geophysics Laboratory (GL). The program was

specifically developed for applications to atmospheres containing

high. middle. and low clouds and combinations thereof. The model had

originally been designed to use its own cloud formation schemes for

general circulation models in connection with the radiation program.

The model has been modified to use the 3DNEPH cloud climatology.

discussed in Chapter 2. The program has been modified to run on a
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global 19 layer atmospheric model that utilizes the same grid as the

ERB dataset. In order to cut down the computation time required to

obtain the monthly average values of flux for January and July. all

the model input parameters have been put into an ERB (TA) grid system

and averaged over the months of interest. The model was then run

using these monthly values and returned the monthly averaged values of

solar and IR flux at TOA and at the surface. Also, the model

determines the monthly averaged heating rates.

3.3 Cloud Overlap Adiustments

The radiation model was run initially using the total cloud

amount as determined by using the scheme developed by Griffin (1987).

TOA outgoing radiation results were zonally averaged and correlated to

the ERB data archive. The correlation was good. except in the ITCZ

region (see Figures 2.13 and 2.14). the location of which is

determined by the region of maximum total cloud amount close to the

equator. In this region, the high convective cloud amount caused the

model results to be too low for both solar and IR radiative fluxes.

The absolute difference is greater between the model's and the ERB's

TOA zonally averaged solar flux than between the model's and the ERB's

TOA zonally averaged IR flux. This is due to the solar flux being

four times more sensitive to changes in cloud amount than the IR flux

(Koenig 1987). In addition, the model does not handle convective

clouds well. In this region. an average overlap scheme was used as

follows:

CTA - (CL + CM + CH)/N. (3.1)

where CTA is the average total cloud amount. CL is the amount of low
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clouds. CM is the amount of middle clouds. CH is the amount of high

clouds, and N is the number of different cloud layer types. This

average cloud overlap scheme reduces the CTA (as compared to Griffin's

(1987) total cloud overlap scheme) that the radiative transfer model

uses. Thus. it increases the amount of model-produced TOA solar and

IR flux. This allows the model to better interpret convective clouds.

Griffin's (1987) total overlap scheme was used over the rest of the

globe, where there were fewer convective clouds.

3.4 Comparison of Model and ERB Results

Figures 3.3 and 3.4 depict the comparison between the model

(top) and ERB (bottom) of the January 1979 global TOA net solar and IR

fluxes, respectively. The January solar flux comparison (Figure 3.3)

shows that the results of the adjustments are very good. The ERB

(bottom) results for the Northern Hemisphere being more zonal (North

Pole to 10 0 N) as compared to the model (top. North Pole to 20'N). The

net solar flux values from 20°N poleward are in very good agreement.

with the values being 160 W/m2 (20 0 N) and decreasing poleward to 0

W/m2 . The zonal pattern in the Northern (winter) Hemisphere is

expected due to a decrease in surface and lower atmospheric

temperatures and a decrease in convective activity. The low flux

values are due to a lack of solar radiation present in the winter

hemisphere. This is also the cause of the aforementioned changes in

temperature and low convective activity. From about 15 0 N southward

both maps start to show more and more features due to more and more

heating of the earth's surface and atmosphere. The maximum value

(s360 W/m2 ) occurs at the southern subtropical high (Figure 2.13)
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Fig 3.4 January 1979. Model (top) versus ERB (bottom), global
outgoing TOA IR flux (W/m2 ). Contour interval is 40 W/m2 .
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where there are few clouds and the sun's heating is the most intense.

The model is about 25 to 30 W/m2 lower, and this can be partially

explained by the model's difficulty in handling convective clouds in

the present mode. Once the total cloud amount has been determined.

the model uses that amount for all cloud layers. For example. if the

amounts of low. middle, and high clouds are 80%. 20%. and 10%.

repectively. the model assumes the cloud cover to be 80% for all

layers. This is done to reduce the computational complexity. Thus

the amount of clouds is overestimated, with the result being an

underestimation of the solar flux. Also. the 3DNEPH cloud climatology

seems to have overestimated the amount of cloud cover in the southern

subtropical high. the results of which are an underestimation of the

solar flux at TOA. From the southern subtropical high. the values

decrease poleward to a value of -160 W/m2 for both model and ERB

results. The value of the flux in the southeast Asia and Indonesia

area is on the order of 280 W/m2 .

For the January IR flux (Figure 3.4) the overall pattern is much

the same. Starting in North America. the flux is -160 W/m2 for both

the model and ERB results. In South America and Australia. the flux

is from 200 to 240 W/m2 . Over the Eurasian continent, the flux is

from 160 to 240 W/m2 . For Antarctica. the flux for the model is from

160 to 200 W/m2 . while the flux for the ERB are -180 W/m2 .

Figures 3.5 and 3.6 depict a comparison of the model (top) to

the ERB (bottom) of the July 1979 global net solar and IR flux at TOA.

respectively. As shown in Figures 3.3 (January) and 3.5 (July). the

solar flux is very zonal in the winter hemisphere. Starting at 200 S
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Fig 3.5 July 1979. Model (top) versus ERB (bottom), global net
downward TOA solar flux (W/m2). Contour interval is 40 W/m2 .
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Fig 3.6 July 1979. Model (top) versus ERB (bottom), global outgoing
TOA IR f lux (W/M2) . Contour interval is 40 W/M2.
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latitude, the solar flux values decrease poleward (South Pole) from

160 to 0 W/m2 for both the model and ERB (Figure 3.5). Next. the

maximum values of the solar flux occur in the area of the northern

subtropical high (-300 N) where the cloud amounts are low. and are from

320 to 360 W/m2 . Over the Eurasian and North American continents. the

flux is from 280 to 320 W/m2 . In the North Pole region. the flux is

from 200 to 240 W/m2 . Finally, in the vicinity of the ITCZ (see

Figure 2.14). the solar flux decreases -40 W/m2 because of the

increased cloud cover.

For the July IR TOA flux values (Figure 3.6). there is a zonal

decrease in the Southern Hemisphere. between about 300S to the South

Pole, from 240 to 120 W/m2 for both the model and ERB. At the

southern subtropical high. the IR flux is from 240 to 280 W/m2 because

of a lack of cloud cover. Just the opposite occurs along the ITCZ.

where the values drop to -200 W/m2 . due to the increased cloud cover

(see Figure 2.14). Like the southern subtropical high. the flux for

the northern subtropical high is from 240 to 280 W/m2 . The reason for

the high values in the area of the subtropical high is a lack of cloud

cover.

Figure 3.7 displays the differences between the model and ERB

results of the January 1979 global net solar flux at TOA. This figure

shows how closely the model results match with the ERB results. In

the Northern Hemisphere. the difference between the two is near 0

W/m2 . In the Southern Hemisphere there are areas where the model

overestimates the solar flux values. According to the January cloud

climatology, these are areas of deep convective cells. In general.
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the model is very sensitive to cloud amounts. We made a serious

attempt to counteract this by manipulating the cloud overlap schemes

(Section 3.3). As a result, the model still overestimates the cloud

cover and underestimates the solar flux amounts. but by a lesser

amount. This is the reason for the negative areas shown in Figure

3.7. Figure 3.8 depicts the differences between the model and ERB

results of the January 1979 global net flux at TOA. This figure shows

that the model results match well with the ERB data. Over most of the

globe, the difference is very close to 0 W/m2 . However. over the

North Atlantic the model overestimated the cloud cover, which resulted

in an underestimate of the IR flux by 40 W/m2 .

Figures 3.9 and 3.10 depic'- the differences between the model

and ERB results of the July 1979 global net solar and IR flux at TOA.

respectively. For the solar flux. Figure 3.9 shows that from the

southern midlatitudes northward, the model generally underestimated

the cloud cover, and therefore overestimated the solar flux. The

reason for the overestimation of the solar flux in the eastern Pacific

and western Atlantic Oceans is fog and low stratus. The model does

not handle low clouds and stratus, and this causes the overestimation

of the solar flux. Figure 3.10 shows the difference between the model

and ERB IR net fluxes at TOA for July 1979. When compared to Figure

3.9. the c-ýmputed IR flux more closely matches the ERB data than does

the solar flux. This is again due to the solar flux being four times

more sensitive to the cloud cover amount than the IR flux. as reported

by Koenig (1987). Generally. the IR difference contours are zero over

most of the globe.
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Figure 3.11 is a comparison of the zonal average solar flux at

TOA derived from the model and ERB for January 1979. The comparison

is very good except in the region of the northern (150N) and southern

(30 0 S) subtropical highs. The model overestimates the cloud amount

and thereby underestimates the solar flux amount. However. the model

results in these regions are still within 30 W/m2 of the ERB results.

The comparison is best at the poles. where the amount of available

solar flux is the lowest (within 10 W/m2 ). Figure 3.12 is a

comparison of the zonal average IR flux at TOA derived from the model

and ERB for January 1979. The comparison is very good from pole to

pole. The areas of maximum IR flux occur at the northern and southern

subtropical highs, where the amount of clouds is the lowest and the

solar flux at the surface is the greatest. Hence. these areas will

have the highest surface temperatures and therefore the greatest IR

flux. The area of minima between the two maxima correlates to the

ITCZ region (see Figure 2.13). This is a region of high cloud cover

and low amounts of solar flux at the surface. Therefore, the surface

temperatures are lower, and this results in lower IR flux. Comparing

Figure 3.11 to 3.12 shows that the model for January is generally

consistant. with the ERB results higher than the model results for

both solar and IR fluxes.

Figure 3.13 is a comparison of the model and ERB results for the

July 1979 zonal average solar flux at TOA. Differences between the

two results are within 20 W/m2 . The maximum in the solar flux occurs

at approximately 220 N latitude, which corresponds to the total cloud

minimum (Figure 2.14) associated with the northern subtropical high.
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The dip in the curve at 10ON corresponds to the sharp maximum in the

total cloud amount (Figure 2.14) associated with the ITCZ. There is a

slight dip in the curve at approximately 52 0 N. which is associated

with the northern storm track (Figure 2.14). Figure 3.14 is a

comparison of the model and ERB results for the July 1979 zonal

average IR flux. As with Figure 3.13. the differences are within 20

W/m2 . The minimum in the curve (-100N) correlates to the sharp

maximum in the total cloud amount (Figure 2.14) associated with the

ITCZ. The maxima in the curve on both sides of the minimum (-200 S and

-301N) are associated with the southern and northern subtropical

highs. The rapid drop in IR flux values occurring from 60 0 S southward

is due to the cold surface temperatures that occur on the Antarctic

plateau. Comparing Figures 3.13 and 3.14. the results of the model

are generally consistent except in the region from 50S to 50 0 N. Here.

the model solar flux results exceed those of the ERB, while the model

IR flux results do not. Comparing Figures 2.13 and 2.14 (January and

July cloud climatologies) with Figures 3.11 and 3.13 (January and July

solar flux at TOA) shows that the January maxima (-330 W/m2 . model:

360 W/m2. ERB) occur at 301S. where the total cloud amount is 50%.

For July. the maximum solar flux at TOA is -340 W/m2 for the model and

330 W/m2 for the ERB. This occurs at -20 0 N, where the total cloud

amount is 40%. Thus. whereas the model values increase 10 W/m2 with a

decrease in clouds, the ERB values decrease 30 W/m2 . From this it

would seem that the model results are more consistent than the ERB

results.

Figure 3.15 shows the January 1979 global net surface solar
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flux. In the Northern Hemisphere. north of -20 0 N. there is a zonal

distribution (Northern Hemisphere winter) of solar flux decreasing

from 80 to 0 W/m2 . From -20°N southward. the zonal pattern changes to

one having more features due to convective heating. Proceeding

southward. this new convective pattern does not change until

Antarctica. The maximum values of the surface solar flux can exceed

240 W/m2 in the southern subtropical high. where there is a minimum of

cloud cover and a maximum of solar flux. The minimum values of the

surface solar flux are found in the Arctic region (=0 W/m2 ). where in

January it is the land of eternal night. Griffin (1987) presented

surface solar and IR flux values for the United States and China for

January and July 1979. The model surface solar flux values are within

20 W/m2 as compared to Griffin (1,987) over the United States and

China. Figure 3.16 shows the monthly average global surface IR flux

for January 1979. Since the surface IR flux is a function of the

surface temperature. it is expected that the maximum IR flux will be

located where the surface temperatures are the greatest. As Figure

3.16 clearly shows, the maximum IR flux values occur over Australia

and South Africa with values exceeding 120 W/m2 . and the Sahara desert

with values exceeding 160 W/m2 . All of these areas have less than 20%

total cloud cover for January 1979 (Figure 2.8). The minimum values

occur in the Arctic. where surface IR flux values approach 0 W/m2 .

Uver the United States and China the IR surface flux result- are

within 10 W/m2 of Griffin's (1987) results.

Figure 3.17 shows the July 1979 global surface solar flux. The

Southern Hemisphere from 20 0 S southward displays a zonal distribution
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(Southern Hemisphere winter) of the surface solar flux with values

ranging from 120 to 0 W/m2 . From 200S northward, the zonal pattern

changes to one having .iore features due to increased surface heating.

In the region of the southern subtropical high. the surface flux can

exceed 240 W/m2 . In the area of the ITCZ (see Figure 2.14). the

surface solar flux values reduce to -160 W/m2 . due to increased cloud

cover. At the northern subtropical high. values can exceed 320 W/m2 .

This is an area typified by low cloud amounts and maximum solar flux.

The surface solar flux decreases poleward. where surface solar flux

values can be less than -80 W/m2 . When comparing the model results

for the United States and China to Griffin's (1987) results. the

surface solar flux values are within 15 W/m2 . Figure 3.18 shows the

July 1979 global surface IR flux. As in January, the maximum value of

the surface IR flux will be found where the surface temperatures are

the greatest. These areas are also typified by low cloud amounts

allowing for maximum surface heating. These areas are South Africa

and Australia (IR surface flux values exceeding 120 W/m2 and cloud

cover 5 20%). the western coast of South America (IR surface flux

values exceeding 120 W/m2 and cloud cover 5 30%). and North Africa (IR

surface flux values exceeding 140 W/m2 and cloud cover 5 20%). The

minimum values occur in the Arctic region (-40 W/m2 ) and in the

Antarctic region (-0 W/m2 ). Comparing the model surface IR flux

results for the United States and China to Griffin's results, the two

agree to within 10 W/m2 .

Figure 3.19 shows the January 1979 zonal average surface solar

flux. The maximum surface solar flux value of -210 W/m2 occurs in the
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region of the southern subtropical high where there is a low total

cloud amount of -50% and a maximum of solar flux. This is the same

latitude of the maximum TOA solar flux and is approximately 100 W/m2

less. The difference in the solar flux is mostly due to the solar

flux being reflected by the earth's clouds. Figure 3.20 shows the

January 1979 zonal average surface IR flux. The maximum values of the

surface IR flux occur at the same place as the TOA IR flux. 301S and

201N. with values of 50 and 10 W/m2 . respectively. These maximum

values are reached in the regions of t:a southern and northern

subtropical high where the cloud amounts are lower and the surface

heating higher. The minimum between the two maxima is associated with

the ITCZ (see Figure 2.13). where the cloud cover is the highest and

the surface heating the lowest. The maximum over the Antarctic region

(70 W/m 2 ) is due to low cloud amounts (-25%) during the summer. The

difference between TOA IR flux and surface IR flux is approximately

170 W/m 2 . This difference can be attributed to the amount of IR flux

that the atmosphere absorbs due to IR heating.

Figure 3.21 illustrates the July 1979 zonal average surface

solar flux. The maximum amount of surface solar flux (230 W/m 2 ) is at

the same location (-200N) as the maximum for TOA. but is -100 W/m 2

less. The difference is attributed to the solar flux being reflected

by the earth's clouds. The dip in the curve at 10°N is due to a sharp

increase in the cloud cover (to -90%) in the region of the ITCZ

(Figure 2.14). The maximum in the Arctic region is due to low cloud

amounts (Figure 2.14) of -30% and a high surface albedo of -0.6

(Figure 2.2).
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The July 1979 zonal average surface IR flux pattern is shown in

Figure 3.22. The maxima of the surface IR flux occur at the same

places (=250S and =300 N) as the maxima for TOA IR flux. bk.: are on the

order of 170 W/m2 less (=60 W/m2 ). Their locations are associated

with the subtropical highs. a region of low clouds and high surface

heating. The difference in the IR flux can be attributed to the

amount of IR flux being absorbed by the atmosphere. The minimum (=30

W/m2 at 100 N) between the two maxima is associated with the ITCZ (see

Figure 2.14). a region of high cloud cover (=70%). The maximum

located in the Arctic region (=45 W/m2 ) is due to low cloud cover

(-30%) in the summertime.
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CHAPTER 4

CLOUD RADIATIVE FORCING

As is well-known, cloud-radiation interactions in the general

circulation of the atmosphere may be considered separately in two

spectral regions. the incoming solar radiation from the sun and the

outgoing IR radiation emitted by the planetary system. For solar

radiation. clouds reflect it back to space and thus cool the system.

In contrast, since cloud top temperatures are generally lower than

those of the underlying atmosphere and surface, clouds reduce the

outgoing IR radiation and thus enhance the greenhouse warming of the

system. A determination of the net radiative effect of clouds on

climate thus requires quantification of these two opposing forces.

4_1 TOA Fluxes

Similar to Ramanathan (1987). let F be the area-mean radiative

flux at TOA reflected by. or emitted from. a region with partial cloud

cover and let Fc be the flux for clear skies. Then the cloud

radiative forcing. Cf. is defined by

Cf = F - Fc. (4.1)

As mentioned previously, cloud radiative forcing may be

considered separately in the solar and IR spectral regions.

4.1.1 Cloud Solar Forcing

Cloud solar forcing. Csf. is defined by

Csf - Fs - Fsc. (4.2)
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where Fs is the net downward flux absorbed by the earth's atmosphere

for a partly cloudy atmosphere. and Fsc is the flux for clear skies.

Csf is a measure reflecting the effect of the presence of clouds.

Cloud forcing experiments are performed for January 1979 only. The

results for July 1979 are omitted for the sake of brevity: both months

on a global scale and seasonal basis are the same. Figure 4.1 shows

the global monthly average. Fs. at TOA. This figure was previously

described in Chapter 3 (Figure 3.3. top) and is included here for

comparison. Figure 4.2 shows the global monthly average. Fsc. at TOA.

In the low latitude areas Fsc is greater than Fs because the albedo of

the clouds is much greater than that of the underlying surface. The

exception to this is the high albedo of North Africa. Here the

patterns are very similar. Because of the high albedos of the snow

cover and sea-ice, the high latitudes are also very similar. Now.

since Fsc is greater than Fs. Csf is negative. Figure 4.3. which

plots solar cloud forcing. bears out the previous statement, and

corresponds to the cooling of the earth-atmosphere system. The

forcing has a maximum over the Southern Hemisphere midlatitudes. where

both the insolation and cloud cover are large. Figure 4.3 shows that.

in January 1979. most of the forcing occurs over the southern oceans.

Compared to Slingo and Slingo (1988). who used persistent January

cloud climatology values for the computations. the model results were

lower by 40 W/m2 . The difference can be accounted for by differences

in the cloud fields.

4.1.2 Cloud IR Forcing

Cloud IR forcing. CIRf. is given by
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CIRf - FIR - FIRc" (4.3)

where FIR is the outgoing IR flux. and FIRc is the value for clear

skies. CIRf is a measure reflecting the effect of the presence of

clouds. Figure 4.4 shows the global monthly average FIR at TOA. This

plot has been described in Chapter 3 (Figure 3.4) and is used here for

comparison. Figure 4.5 depicts the global monthly average FIRc at

TOA. In the tropics, the value of FIRc is typically about 280 W/m2

and decreases poleward due to the lower surface and atmospheric

temperatures. At high northern latitudes, the values are lowest over

the cold continents and largest over the relatively warm North

Atlantic Ocean. The greatest difference between Figures 4.4 and 4.5

is therefore in those regions where persistent high (and therefore

cold) clouds are found above a warm surface, that is, in the areas of

deep tropical convection and in the North Atlantic storm track. These

are the regions that show the largest values of the cloud IR forcing

(Figure 4.6). as was also noted by Slingo and Slingo (1988) and by

Hartmann et al. (1986). The values from Slingo and Slingo (1988) are

within 10 W/m2 of our results. The IR forcing is negative everywhere.

showing that clouds warm the lower atmosphere by enhancing the

greenhouse effect.

4.1.3 Net Cloud Forcing

Net cloud forcing. CNf. is given by

CNf = FN - FNc. (4.4)
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where FN is the net flux. and FNc is the value for clear skies. Since

the net flux is equal to the difference between the net incoming solar

flux and the net outgoing IR flux. the net cloud forcing. CNf. becomes

CNf = Csf - CIRf. (4.5)

CNf is a measure reflecting the effect of the presence of clouds.

Figure 4.7 shows the global monthly average of the FN at TOA. FN is a

measure of the difference between the solar and IR fluxes. For

January 1979. the positive FN is almost entirely in the Southern

Hemisphere between the equator and Antarctica. The maximum value

exceeds 160 W/m2 in the southern midlatitudes. The negative FN is

almost entirely in the Northern Hemisphere with the exception of

Antarctica. where the magnitude of the values exceeds -40 W/m2 . In

the Northern Hemisphere. the magnitude of the values exceeds -160 W/m2

over the North American continent. The Northern Hemisphere pattern is

somewhat zonal. while the Southern Hemisphere. which has more heating.

displays a more convective pattern. Figure 4.8 shows the global

monthly average of FNc at TOA. From the equatorial region southward

to Antarctica. the net flux is positive with values exceeding 160

W/m2 . Antarctica itself has mostly negative net fluxis, with the

magnitude of the values exceeding -40 W/m2 . From the equatorial

region northward, the rest of the Northern Hemisphere is negative with

the magnitude of the values exceeding -160 W/m2 . Both the Northern

and Southern Hemispheres display a very zonal flux poleward in

magnitude. Figure 4.9 shows the global monthly average CNf at TOA.

With the exception of Antarctica. and small areas of South Africa and

South America. the entire Southern Hemisphere has a negative CNf. with
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values less than 120 W/m2 . In those areas of exception. the values

did not exceed 40 W/m2 . With the exception of North Africa. the

Northern Hemisphere south of 20'N has negative CNf values, with some

small localized areas being less than -80 W/m2 . Most of North Africa

is positive with some values exceeding 40 W/m2 due to high clouds and

the relatively high reflectivi:-; of the desert. With the exception of

the northwestern Pacific region, the Northern Hemisphere north of 20°N

is positive. This area of the Pacific Ocean has negative CNf with the

magnitude of the values greater than 40 W/m2 . The rest of the

Northern Hemisphere has positive CNf. with values mostly less than 40

W/m2 . There are a few exceptions. however. Over the United States.

there are some areas where the CNf exceeds 40 W/m2 . and over the North

Atlantic. Europe. and part of the Soviet Union. the CNf also exceeds

40 W/m2 . with a small portion north of Great Britain exceeding 80

W/m2 .

4.2 Surface Fluxes

Net cloud forcing at the surface. C'Nf. is defined in the form

C'NF = F'N - F'Nc. (4.6)

where F'N is the net flux at the surface. and F'Nc is the value for

clear skies. C'Nf is a measure reflecting the effect of the presence

of clouds. F'N is a measure of the difference between the solar and

IR fluxes at the surface. Figure 4.10 is a plot of the global monthly

average surface net flux. From approximately 30°N northward, the

Northern Hemisphere has negative net surface fluxes, mostly in the

range of -40 W/m2 . but with a small area in the northeastern Soviet

Union being less than -80 W/m2 . The rest of the earth has a positive
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net surface flux. There is a narrow latitudinal band from 301N to 00

where the net surface flux is mostly zonal with values ranging from 0

to 120 W/m2 . From the equator south to Antarctica. the net surface

flux displays a convective pattern with values ranging from about 80

to 160 W/m2 . In areas like the southwestern African coast, middle

Indian Ocean. and southeastern Pacific Ocean off South America. values

of the net surface flux exceed 200 W/m2 due to low total cloud values.

Figure 4.11 shows the global monthly average net surface flux for a

clear atmosphere. From about 30°N to 100S. the net surface flux

pattern is very zonal with values ranging from 0 to 240 W/m2 . From

100S to about 500S. the values stay in the 240 W/m2 range except in

South Africa. Australia. and South America. The local minima in the

tropics of South Africa and South America are in the 200 W/m2 range

with some areas less than 160 W/m2 . In these areas, there are high

surface temperatures and therefore increased IR emission. From 500S

to the Antarctic plateau, there is a rapid decrease in net surface

flux from a high of 240 W/m2 to a low of -40 W/m2 due to reduced solar

flux because of increased surface albedos. Figure 4.12 shows the

global monthly average net cloud forcing at the surface. From

approximately 30°N to the Arctic. the net cloud forcing is positive.

with values in the 40 W/m2 due to the IR emission being shielded by

clouds. From 30°N to the Antarctic Plateau the net cloud forcing is

negative due to reduced solar flux. The values generally are in the

80 to 120 W/m2 range. There are small areas in the South Pacific

where the magnitudesexceed -160 W/m2 . The Antarctic plateau has

positive net cloud forcing on the order of 0 to 40 W/m2 .
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4.3 Heating Rates

The solar. IR. and net heating rates for January 1979 along with

their counterparts for clear, high cloud-free and low cloud-free

atmospheres have been zonally averaged. This was done so that the

amount of cloud forcing can be determined by the high. low, and total

cloud cover.

4.3.1 Forcina Due To All Clouds

Solar cloud forcing in the atmosphere. CHfs. is

CHfs = Hs - Hsc. (4.7)

where Hs is the solar heating rate. and Hsc is the value for clear

skies (K/day). CHfs is therefore the solar heating due to the

contribution of clouds. Figure 4.13a shows the zonally averaged Hs

for January 1979. On this and the remaining figures. the x-axis goes

from -900 to 900 latitude, and the y-axis goes from 0.05 to 1.00

sigma. Sigma (a) equals P/P . with P being the surface pressure. The

plot shows that the maximum heating. as would be expected. is in the

Southern Hemisphere. There is a maximum solar heating rate at around

45 0 S exceeding 3.0 K/day. There is a secondary maximum of 2.0 K/day

in the upper atmosphere due to 03 absorption. Figure 4.13b depicts

the zonally averaged Hsc. The maximum of 2.0 K/day is again in the

Southern Hemisphere but this time it is at about 100S. Again. there

is a secondary maximum of 2.0 K/day in the upper atmosphere due to 03

absorption, as in the cloudy case. Figure 4.13c is a plot of CHfs.

The plot indicates that for January the maximum heating occurs at

about 50 0 S and at 0.7 a at a value of 2.0 K/day due to a cloud cover

maxima at 500 to 600S. There is a minimum below the clouds close to
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the surface of less than -0.5 K/day due to attenuation of solar energy

byclouds. This figure also indicates that the clouds cause a maximum

of solar heating above the clouds due to the reflection of solar

fluxes.

Cloud IR forcing. CHIRf. is defined by

CHIRf - HIR - HIRc. (4.8)

where HIR denotes the IR heating rate. and HIRc is the value for clear

skies. CHIRf is therefore the IR heating due to the contribution from

clouds. Figure 4.14a illustrates the zonally averaged HIR for January

1979. Middle atmospheric cooling is on the order of -2.0 K/day due to

the presence of middle clouds, with a secondary maximum of -2.0 K/day

occurring near the surface due to the absorption of H2 0. The maximum

of IR heating occurs above the primary maximum of IR cooling, with a

secondary maximum of IR heating occurring between the aforementioned

maxima of IR cooling. Figure 4.14b shows the zonally averaged HIRc.

Comparing this figure to the previous one, the areas of IR heating

(cooling) here are more centrally located but are not as intense. In

this case the maximum IR cooling occurs at the surface centered at

about 100S (ITCZ) with a value of --4.0 K/day due to the H20 continuum

absorption. The only area of IR heating occurs at TOA centered at

about 100S with a value less than 1.0 K/day. Figure 4.14c displays

the zonally averaged CHIRf. This figure shows the IR heating rate is

negative (cooling) above the middle clouds due to cloud top emission.

and it is positive (heating) below the clouds due to the trapping of

thermal radiation emitted ffrom the surface and lower atmosphere.

Net cloud forcing for atmospheric heating. CHNf. is
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CHNf - H - Hc. (4.9)

where H is

H = Hs - HIR. (4.10)

and Hc is

Hc = Hsc - HIRc. (4.11)

The zonally averaged H for January 1979 is shown in Figure 4.15a. The

largest area of positive (warming) net heating occurs in the upper

third of the atmosphere. Heating pockets are due to the presence of

middle and low clouds. While the maximum (2.0 K/day) is in the

Northern Hemisphere (due to 03 absorption). the majority of the net

heating area is in the Southern Hemisphere (due to heating above the

clouds from the reflection of solar fluxes). The largest area of

negative (cooling) net heating occurs in the middle atmosphere and is

entirely in the Northern Hemisphere (due to cloud top emission). with

a local minimum of -3.0 K/day. Figure 4.15b shows the zonally

averaged Hc. The top half of the atmosphere is entirely positive

(warming) net heating with the same maxima features (2.0 K/day) at TOA

(due to 03 absorption). The bottom half of the atmosphere is

predominately negative (cooling) net heating with the major negative

feature being near the surface, centered at about 50 S. and with a

value less than -3.0 K/day. This is produced by large IR cooling

rates associated with the H20 continuum absorption. In the bottom

haif of the atmosphere over the Antarctic there is a small area of

positive (warming) net heating. with a local maxima of 1.0 K/day due

to multiple reflections of solar fluxes between the ice and the

atmosphere above the ice. Figure 4.15c displays the zonally averaged
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CHNf. This figure shows the net effects of clouds. Below the clouds

the warming due to solar and IR forcing is greater than the small

amount of cooling near the surface due to solar forcing. The maximum

warming (2.0 K/day) is in the lower atmosphere. fairly well centered

north and south, but biased slightly to the south (5 0 S). There is a

small area of warming directly above the center of the maximum warming

(5 0 S). Directly above the clouds is a band of cooling with two

primary maxima of cooling (-2.0 K/day) located at 50 N and 551N. There

are two secondary areas of cooling (-1.5 K/day) located at 401S and at

75 0 S. This net cooling is a result of the strong IR being greater

than the solar heating at the cloud tops. Above this area of cooling.

there is a second area of warming due primarily to the reflection of

the solar fluxes from tops of the clouds in the upper atmosphere.

4.3.2 Forcing Due To High Clouds

Cloud solar forcing due to high clouds (CH'fs) which are clouds

above 0.5 0. is

CH'fs - Hs - H'sc. (4.12)

where H'sc is the atmospheric solar heating rate without the

contribution of high clouds. Figure 4.16a shows the zonal average Hs

for January 1979. Figure 4.16b depicts the zonal average of Hsc. The

only difference between figures 4.16a and 4.16b is a lack of warming

from 0.5 a up to 0.15 a. Figure 4.16c illustrates the zonal average

of CH'fs. Three areas of warming. in the range of 0.5 and 1.0 K/day.

occur between 0.5 and 0.15 a. These areas occur in the Southern

Hemisphere storm track. ITCZ, and Northern Hemisphere storm track.
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Fig 4.16 January 1979 solar heating rate, a) cloudy, contour
interval 1K/day. b) cloudy without high clouds, contour
interval 1K/day, and c) solar cloud forcing. contour
interval .5K/day.
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Warming in each these areas is due to the solar flux absorption of the

high clouds.

Cloud IR forcing due to high cloud. CH'IRf. is

CH'IRf - HIR - H'IRc. (4.13)

where H'IRc is the atmospheric IR heating rate without the

contribution from high clouds. Figure 4.17a shows the zonal average

of HrR for January 1979. Figure 4.17b depicts the zonal average of

H'IRc. Comparing figures 4.17a and 4.17b. it is clear that removing

the high clouds causes an increase in the emission from the warmer

middle clouds. Subsequently. the cooling at the middle cloud top

increases. Figure 4.17c shows the zonal average of CH'IRf. IR

heating produced by the high clouds leads to warming. in the range of

0.0 to 3.0 K/day, below the clouds over the areas of the southern

storm track (60 0 S). ITCZ (10°S), and the northern storm track (45 0 N).

The cooling. -1.0 to -2.0 K/day. above the high clouds in the area of

the northern and southern storm tracks is due to cloud top emission.

Net cloud forcing due to high clouds. CH'Nf.is

CH'Nf = H - H'c. (4.14)

where H'c is the net atmospheric heating rate without the contribution

of high clouds, defined by

H'c = H's HIRc. (4.15)

Figure 4.18a shows the zonal average of the H for January 1979.

Figure 4.18b depicts the zonal average of H'c for January 1979.

Removing the high clouds causes additional cooling at the top of the

middle clouds and an increase in warming above the high clouds.

Figure 4.18c illustrates the CH'Nf. High clouds cause a net warming
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Fig 4.18 January 1979 net heating rate, a) cloudy, contour
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immediately below the clouds. This occurs mostly in the area of the

southern storm track (1.0 K/day). ITCZ (2.0 K/day). and the northern

storm track (3.0 K/day). Also, there is cooling in the location of

high clouds with a value of 1.0 K/day that is associated with the

northern storm track.

4.3.3 Forcina Due To Low Clouds

Cloud solar forcing due to low clouds (0.94 to 0.8 a), CH"fs. is

CH"fs = Hs - H"sc. (4.16)

where H"sc is the atmospheric solar heating rate without the

contribution of low clouds. Figure 4.19a shows the zonal average of

the Hs. for January 1979. Figure 4.19b depicts the zonal average of

H"sc. For the cases with no low clouds, there is additional cooling

at the cloud level. Also, removing the low clouds causes an increase

in warming below the low clouds (a> 0.94). Figure 4.19c illustrates

the zonal average of CH"fs. Low clouds cause a warming in them (in

the range of -0.5 to 0.0 K/day). and they cause a cooling below.

Cloud IR forcing due to low clouds. CH"IRf, is

CH"IRf = HIR - H"IRc. (4.17)

where H"IRc is the atmospheric IR heating rate without the

contribution of low clouds. Figure 4.20a shows the zonal average of

HIR for January 1979. Figure 4.20b depicts the zonal average of

H"IRc. Removing the low clouds causes a warming in the position of

these clouds in the areas of the southern storm track (600S). ITCZ

(10 0 S). and northern storm track (45 0 N). Figure 4.20c illustrates the

zonal average of CH"IRf. This figure shows that low clouds cause
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Fig 4.19 January 1979 solar heating rate. a) cloudy, contour
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cooling (--1.0 K/day) near the cloud top and warming (=1.0 K/day) near

the cloud base.

Net cloud forcing due to low clouds. CH"Nf. is

CH"Nf = H - H"c. (4.18)

where H"c is the net atmospheric heating rate without the contribution

of low clouds, defined by

H"c = H"s - H"IRc. (4.19)

Figure 4.21a shows the zonal average of H for January 1979. Figure

4.21b depicts the zonal average of H"c. Remov±ng the low clouds

causes a net warming above tha location of the clouds in the southern

storm track (60 0 S). ITCZ (10 0 S). and northern storm track (45 0 N).

Also, it causes a net cooling below these low clouds in those regions.

Figure 4.21c illustrates the zonal average of CH"Nf. A net cooling

(--0.5 to -1.0 K/day) of the atmosphere at the low cloud tops and a

net warming (=0.5 to 2.0 K/day) at the low cloud base and below are

shown.
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CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This thesis studied the radiative effects of clouds on TOA and

surface radiation budgets. as well as cloud radiative forcing. In

order to do this. the model input datasets had to be created and

verified. The first dataset discussed was the surface albedo. A

global surface albedo dataset was constructed using the same

methodology used by Griffin (1987) to construct his northern

hemisphere surface albedo dataset. A zonal average of the dataset was

determined and this dataset was verified by comparing it to Hummel and

Reck (1979). The zonally averaged model surface albedo differed by no

more than 15% when compared to Hummel and Reck (1979).

The last input dataset to be created and verified was the global

cloud climatology. The AFGWC 3DNEPH was used. The study used the

cloud climatology that Griffin (1987) created for the northern

hemisphere for the months of January and July 1979. The same

methodology used to create the northern hemisphere cloud climatology

was used to create the southern hemisphere cloud climatology for the

same months. The two climatologies were combined to form a global

cloud climatology. This was then compared to the global cloud

climatology created by Henderson-Sellers (1986) for the same months.

The two datasets differed by no more than 10%.
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Next. the model's datasets were incorporated into a modified

version of a radiation model that was developed by Ou and Liou (1987).

This radiation model was fined-tuned at TOA by comparing its computed

results to the ERB TOA results. Generally. the computed solar and IR

fluxes were within 20 W/m2 of the ERB results. Solar and IR surface

radiation budgets were then computed and discussed. Comparisons of

the computed solar and IR fluxes at the surface were made with Griffin

(1987) and are within 10 W/m2 .

Cloud forcing experiments were then performed for January 1979.

The cloud solar forcing results were compared with those presented by

Slingo and Slingo (1988) and found to be low by 40 W/m2 . However.

they used persistent January cloud cover, and since solar flux is very

sensitive to cloud amount, this could account for the difference

between the results. The model was also low when compared to the ERB

data by 20 W/m2 . The presented cloud IR forcing results were compared

with those presented by Slingo and Slingo (1988) and were found to be

within 10 W/m2 . The difference between the solar and IR results can

be explained by the following reasons. First. as previously stated.

solar flux is four times more sensitive to cloud amount than the IR

flux (Koenig. 1987). Second. the previous statement tied to the

differences in the construction of the two cloud climatologies.

Finally. cloud forcing at TOA experiments involving heating

rates were performed and discussed. First. the atmospheric solar and

IR heating rates were analyzed. Then. the solar and IR contributions

were combined and the net atmospheric heating rate was analyzed. The

cloud solar forcing results showed that for January the maximum
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heating (2.0 K/day) occurred at --500S and at r=0.7. This was due to a

cloud cover maxima at 500 to 600S. The minima (-0.5 K/day) existed

below the clouds close to the surface. This was due to attenuation of

the solar fluxes by the clouds. There was also a maxima (1.0 K/day)

above the clouds due to the reflection of solar fluxes. Next. the

cloud IR forcing results showed the maximum heating (0.5 to 1.0 K/day)

occurred below the clouds due to the trapping of thermal radiation

emitted from the surface and the atmosphere. The minima (-0.5 to -1.0

K/day) existed above the middle clouds due to cloud top emission.

Last. the net cloud radiative forcing for atmospheric heating results

showed that the maximum warming (2.0 K/day) occurred in the lower

atmosphere. The minima heating (-2.0 K/day) existed above the clouds

as a result of the strong IR cooling being greater than the solar

heating at the cloud top. Above this area of cooling it was shown

that there was a second area of warming (0.0 to 0.5 K/day) primarily

due to the reflection of solar fluxes from the cloud tops in the upper

atmosphere. Subsequently. the cloud forcing experiments involving

heating rates with high and low clouds alone were performed and

discussed. Atmospheric solar heating (0.5 to 1.0 K/day) with high

clouds occurs primarily in three areas between 0=0.5 and o=0.15.

These three areas of warming occur in the Southern Hemisphere storm

track. ITCZ, and in the Northern Hemisphere storm track. Each one of

these areas is due to the high cloud absorption of solar flux. Next.

atmospheric IR heating (0.0 to 3.0 K/day) with high clouds was shown

to exist in the same areas as the solar heating, but it occurs below

the high clouds due to H2 0 absorption. Above these same clouds
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cooling (-1.0 to -2.0 K/day) occurs because of cloud top emission.

Last. the solar and IR atmospheric heating of high clouds were

combined to obtain the net atmospheric heating rate. The results

showed that high clouds cause a net warming (1.0 to 3.0 K/day)

immediately below them and cooling (-1.0 K/day) above them.

Finally, atmospheric heating by low clouds was investigated.

First, it was shown with respect to solar heating, that low clouds

cause a warming (0.5 to 1.0 K/day) in them and a cooling (0.0 to -0.5

K/day) below them. Second. it was then shown with respect to IR

heating, that low clouds cause cooling (--1.0 K/day) near the low

cloud top and warming (-1.0 K/day) near the low cloud base. Last. the

combined effects of solar and IR atmospheric heating were

investigated. The results showed that there is a net atmospheric

cooling (--0.5 to -1.0 K/day) at the low cloud tops. and a net

atmospheric warming (-0.5 to 2.0 K/day) at the low cloud base and

below.

To summarize this study, high quality input data were used to

produce the global radiation budgets and cloud radiative forcing.

Studies concerning the sensitivity of high and low clouds to heating

rates were made. From these studies it was shown that the net effect

high clouds cause warming below and cooling above. Also. it was shown

that low clouds cause cooling at the cloud tops and warming at the

base and below.
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